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Abstract

A mathematical and computational model used to simulate Crowd-Structure In-
teraction in lively footbridges is presented in this work. The model is based on
the mathematical and numerical decomposition of the coupled multiphysical non-
linear system into two interacting subsystems. The model was conceived to simulate
the synchronous lateral excitation phenomenon caused by pedestrians walking on
footbridges. The model was first applied to simulate a crowd event on an actual
footbridge, the T-bridge in Japan. Three sensitivity analyses were then performed
on the same benchmark to evaluate the properties of the model. The simulation re-
sults show good agreement with the experimental data found in literature and the
model could be considered a useful tool for designers and engineers in the different
phases of footbridge design.
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a coefficient for the expression of the pedestrian-pedestrian synchronisation
b coefficient for the expression of the pedestrian-structure synchronisation
C damping operator
d0 body depth of a motionless pedestrian
dc characteristic dimension of a cluster of pedestrians
ds sensory distance
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F lateral force exerted by pedestrians
Fpp lateral force component due to the pedestrians synchronized to each other
Fps lateral force component due to the pedestrians synchronized to the structure
Fs lateral force component due to the uncorrelated pedestrians

F̃ envelope of the lateral force exerted by pedestrians

F̃pp, F̃ps, F̃s envelope of the lateral force components
F̄s amplitude of the lateral force exerted by a single pedestrian on a motionless deck
F̄˜̇z amplitude of the Fps component in phase with lateral velocity of the deck
F̄˜̈z amplitude of the Fps component in phase with the lateral acceleration of the deck
fpl lateral step frequency
fr frequency ratio fpl/fs

fs structural natural frequency of interest
g function that makes the walking velocity sensitive to the deck motion
i time index
L length of the footbridge span
L stiffness operator
m mass of the crowd-structure system
mc crowd mass
ms structural mass
n total number of pedestrians
npp number of pedestrians synchronised to each other
nps number of pedestrians synchronised to the structure
ns number of uncorrelated pedestrians
q structural displacement
Spp coefficient of synchronization among pedestrians
Sps coefficient of pedestrian-structure synchronization
t time
ts time at which pedestrians stop because of excessive deck vibrations
v pedestrian velocity
vM mean maximum velocity
X space coordinate along the footbridge length
Y vertical space coordinate
˜̇z, ˜̈z envelope of the deck lateral velocity and acceleration
żc, z̈c thresholds of motion perception
żM , z̈M maximum values of the lateral velocity and acceleration of the deck
żs, z̈s serviceability limits on the lateral velocity and acceleration of the deck
Z lateral space coordinate
δ space dislocation in the crowd density-velocity relation
∆t time step
∆tr stop-and-go time interval
∆τ synchronisation time delay
∆Xc space grid size in the crowd sub-domain
ε half amplitude of the lock-in triggering region
γ travel purpose parameter in the crowd density-velocity relation
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η function that describes the deck acceleration effect on Sps

ρ crowd density
ρc critical density, upper limit for unconstrained free walking
ρca capacity density
ρh maximum density during the crowd event
ρM maximum admissible density
ρsync crowd density corresponding to complete pedestrian synchronization
Φ shape of the first lateral mode of the deck

1 Introduction

Over the last few decades, several footbridges have shown great sensitivity
to human induced vibrations in the lateral direction (e.g. [1,2]). This phe-
nomenon, known as synchronous lateral excitation, can take place any time
pedestrians walk on a surface that oscillates laterally with a frequency that
is close to the mean lateral walking frequency (around 1 Hz). When a pedes-
trian walks on a laterally moving surface, in an attempt to maintain balance,
he walks with his legs more widespread and adapts his frequency to that of
the moving surface, that is, he synchronises to the structure. Hence, the lat-
eral motion of the upper part of the torso increases and the resulting lateral
force increases in turn. This phenomenon is amplified if the pedestrian walks
in a crowd, since synchronisation among pedestrians increases the effects of
pedestrian-structure synchronisation.
The synchronous lateral excitation phenomenon has never caused structural
failure since it is self-limited, that is, when the vibrations exceed a limit value,
pedestrians stop walking or touch the handrails, and this causes the vibration
to decay. Nevertheless, the resulting reduced comfort for the users has often
led to a temporary closure of the footbridge, with consequent economic and
social repercussions. In order to avoid this kind of problem, an intense research
activity was begun after the Millennium Bridge in London was closed because
of excessive lateral vibration. The results of these studies, which are reviewed
in [3], represent the scientific background of some recently published design
guidelines [4,5].
The most relevant data concerning pedestrian behaviour have been obtained
using an empirical approach. Laboratory tests involving a pedestrian walking
on both a motionless platform [6] and a laterally moving treadmill [2,7], as
well as tests performed on actual footbridges [8], have been carried out to
measure the lateral force exerted by one pedestrian and interesting informa-
tion about the synchronisation between the pedestrian and the structure has
been obtained. Moreover, the behaviour of a pedestrian in a crowd has been
investigated by means of in situ experiments [2] and through the observation
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of videos recorded during crowd events [1,2].
Several semi-empirical load models have been developed on the basis of the
aforementioned experimental data, e.g. in [4,9,10]. Generally, the pedestrians
are considered as a load that has to be applied to the structural dynamic
system. To the authors’ knowledge, the crowd was first modelled as part of
a complex dynamical system in [11,12], where the modelling framework was
presented. This framework is based on the decomposition of the coupled mul-
tiphysical crowd-structure dynamical system into two subsystems, the Crowd
and the Structure, which interact with each other through forcing terms. The
resulting, very simple model is capable of taking into account for some key
features of the phenomenon, such as the self-limited nature of the structural
vibration and the effects of various pedestrian traffic conditions [12]. The au-
thors devoted their subsequent work to the development of each single model
component. The effects of the structure vibrations on the crowd behaviour
have been modelled in [13], where a relation between the crowd density, the
walking velocity and the deck motion has been derived. The crowd-to-structure
action has been developed in [14] using a new lateral force model, referring
to pedestrian clusters, which is able to describe both pedestrian-to-pedestrian
and pedestrian-to-structure synchronisation effects in each cluster.
In the present work, the updated components have been collected in the ini-
tial modelling framework. The improved model has been implemented in an
ad-hoc developed multi-physics numerical code. The model has been applied
to an actual crowd event on a real footbridge, the T-bridge (Japan). Detailed
in-situ measurements of both the crowd conditions and structural response
[1] allow a complete comparison with the computational results. The coupled
system sensitivity to both structural and pedestrian design parameters has
been evaluated through three parametrical studies.
The paper is developed in six more Sections. Section 2 briefly recalls the pro-
posed model and describes its upgraded components. Section 3 is devoted
to the computational approach. The model is applied to a case study, the
T-bridge in Japan, which is described in Section 4. In Section 5 the model
is validated by simulating a real event occurred on the T-bridge. Sensitivity
studies on the pedestrian biometrics and travel purposes, the incoming crowd
density and the structural properties are then performed in Section 6. The
concluding remarks are outlined in Section 7.

2 Mathematical model

The main features of the developed time domain model concern the mathe-
matical and numerical partitioning of the coupled system into two physical
subsystems and the two-way interaction between them, according to the so-
called partitioned approach which was first proposed by Park and Felippa [15]
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and which is generally applied to Fluid-Structure Interaction problems. In the
following, each part of the model is briefly described, referring to the frame-
work schematized in Fig. 1. The partitioned approach allows the structure (S)

Fig. 1. Scheme of the time-domain coupled model

and crowd (C) subsystems to be described by means of models with differ-
ent dimensions even though, in the present work, they share the same global
Cartesian spatial reference system: the footbridge deck spans along the X-
axis, the Y -axis is the vertical axis and the Z-axis completes the right-handed
oriented system.

2.1 The Structure subsystem

The Structure system is modelled as a non-linear three dimensional (3D)
damped dynamical system, whose equation of motion can be written as:

[ms + mc(ρ)]
∂2q

∂t2
+ C

[

∂q

∂t

]

+ L [q] = F (ρ, ˜̈z), (1)

where q = q(X, Y, Z, t) is the structural displacement, X, Y , Z and t being
the space and time independent variables; ms and mc are the structural and
crowd mass, respectively; C and L are the damping and stiffness operators,
respectively; ρ = ρ(X, t) is the crowd density; F is the applied lateral force;
˜̈z = ˜̈z(X, t) is the envelope of the lateral acceleration of the deck. Non linearity
arises from two terms: first, the forcing term F is a function of both the crowd
density and the lateral acceleration of the deck; second, the overall mass m is
given by the sum of the structure and the crowd mass. The latter derives from
the solution of the equation that governs the Crowd subsystem, which in turn
depends on the solution of the equation of motion of the Structure (1).

2.2 The Crowd subsystem

The Crowd system is described by a one dimensional (1D) first-order macro-
scopic model [11,12], that is, the crowd is assumed to be a continuous fluid and
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its flow dynamics is described through the derivation of a mass conservation
equation:

∂ρ

∂t
+

∂

∂X
(ρv) = 0 (2)

where v(X, t) is the crowd velocity. This equation obviously needs to be closed
as two dependent variables (i.e. the crowd density and velocity) appear. A phe-
nomenological relation which links the crowd velocity v to the crowd density
is therefore introduced in the form proposed by the authors in [13]

v = vM

{

1 − exp

[

−γ

(

1

ρ
− 1

ρM

)]}

, (3)

where vM is the mean maximum velocity, ρM is the maximum admissible den-
sity and γ is a coefficient that makes the relation sensitive to different travel
purposes (leisure/shopping, commuters/events, rush hour/business), which is
obtained through a fitting of the data from [16,17]. Both vM and ρM are made
sensitive to the geographic area and the travel purpose by means of coefficients
[13], which are determined from the observation data reported in [18]. In such
a way, the model takes into account the biometrical and psychological factors
that are known to affect crowd behaviour to a great extent.
A further improvement of the crowd model is proposed in this work by in-
troducing a space dislocation into the crowd density-velocity relation, as first
suggested in [19] in the theory of vehicular traffic flows:

v = v(ρ(X + δ, t)), (4)

where δ ≥ 0 is the anisotropic dislocation length. The crowd density ρ in the
crowd density-velocity relation is therefore not a local density, but is forward
dislocated in space. From the phenomenological point of view, the dislocation
takes into account the pedestrians’ attitude to react to what they see in a
stretch of road in front of them. It is worth pointing out that the dislocation
length is expected to depend on the walking speed, i.e. the faster the walking
speed, the larger δ(v(ρ)). In this sense, the dislocation length is analogous to
the sensory distance ds, which was defined by Fruin as the length required
by a pedestrian to perceive, evaluate and react [17], except that the former is
related to a cluster of pedestrians at the macroscopic scale, while the latter
refers to one pedestrian at a microscopic scale. Bearing this analogy in mind,
the dislocation length is defined as:

δ(ρ) = ds(ρ)
dc

d0
, (5)

where the ds(ρ) law was proposed by the authors in [13] by fitting experimental
data [20], d0 = 0.36 m is the averaged body depth and dc is the characteristic
dimension of a cluster of pedestrians.
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2.3 The Structure-to-Crowd action

In order to account for the Structure-to-Crowd action, the crowd density-
velocity relation Eq. (3) has to be adapted to make the walking speed sensitive
to the lateral motion of the deck. The following assuptions are retained from
phenomenological observations:

• the motion of the platform, described by the envelope of its acceleration ˜̈z,
reduces the pedestrian walking velocity v;

• the pedestrians adjust their step to the platform motion with a synchroni-
sation time delay ∆τ , which is expected to be greater than the time interval
between two succeeding footfalls;

• after the pedestrians have stopped at time ts because of excessive lateral
vibrations, a stop-and-go time interval ∆tr elapses before they start walking
again.

According to these hypotheses, the term vM in the crowd density-velocity
relation Eq. (3) is multiplied by a corrective factor g(˜̈z), which takes into
account the sensitivity of v to the platform acceleration and has the trend:

g(˜̈z) =



























1 ˜̈z ≤ z̈c ∩ t ≥ ts + ∆tr

(z̈M − ˜̈z(X, t − ∆τ))/(z̈M − z̈c) z̈c < ˜̈z < z̈M ∩ t ≥ ts + ∆tr

0 ˜̈z ≥ z̈M ∩ ts < t < ts + ∆tr

,

(6)
where z̈c

∼= 0.2 m/s2 [21] corresponds to the threshold of motion perception,
while z̈M = 2.1 m/s2 [8] is the maximum acceptable acceleration above which
pedestrians stop walking.

2.4 The Crowd-to-Structure action

The Crowd-to-Structure action takes place in two ways. First, the mass m is
constantly updated by adding the pedestrian mass mc to the structural mass
ms. Second, the lateral force F (t), exerted by the pedestrians, is expressed
as a function of both the crowd density ρ and the envelope of the lateral
acceleration of the deck ˜̈z. A complete description of the macroscopic force
model can be found in [14]: only a few basic points are given here. The lateral
force F , exerted by a cluster of n pedestrians walking along a portion of the
bridge span, is given by the sum of three terms:

F = Fps + Fpp + Fs. (7)
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where Fps is the force exerted by nps pedestrians synchronised with the struc-
ture, Fpp is the term due to npp pedestrians synchronised to each other and
Fs is due to ns uncorrelated pedestrians. The above mentioned numbers of
pedestrians are defined as:

nps = nSps

npp = nSpp(1 − Sps)

ns = n − nps − npp

(8)

by introducing two synchronisation coefficients Sps and Spp. The pedestrian-
structure syncronisation coefficient Sps is expressed as a function of the lateral
acceleration of the deck ˜̈z, by interpolating the data of Dallard et al. [2], and
of the ratio fr = fpl/fs:

Sps(˜̈z, fr) =
[

1 − e−b(˜̈z−z̈c)
] [

e[−η(fr−1)2]
]

, (9)

where η(˜̈z) = 50e(−20˜̈z/π) and b = 2.68. The pedestrian-pedestrian syncronisa-
tion coefficient Spp is calculated as a function of the crowd density ρ:

Spp =
1

2

{

1 + erf
[

a
(

ρ − ρsync + ρc

2

)]}

, (10)

where a = 3.14, ρc = 0.3 ped/m2 is the upper limit for unconstrained free
walking and ρsync = 1.8 ped/m2 is the density value that corresponds to the
total synchronisation of the pedestrians.
The component Fps is expressed as:

Fps = nps[F̄˜̈z sin (2πfst) + F̄˜̇z cos (2πfst)], (11)

where ˜̇z is the envelope of the lateral velocity time history of the deck, F̄˜̈z and
F̄˜̇z are the amplitudes of the components in phase with the lateral acceleration
and velocity of the deck, respectively, which were obtained from Pizzimenti’s
data [7] (Fig. 2) and fs is the frequency of the excited lateral structural mode.
The latter is selected as the mode whose frequency falls in the pedestrian-
structure synchronisation range, which is assumed to be [0.5 1.2] Hz, and
which gives the highest contribution to the structural response.
The component Fpp is expressed as:

Fpp = nppF̄s sin (2πfplt), (12)

where F̄s ≈ 30 N is the medium amplitude of the lateral force exerted by
one pedestrian on a motionless deck and fpl is the pedestrian lateral walking
frequency, which is calculated as a function of the walking velocity v [14],
using the experimental data of Bertram & Ruina [22]:

fpl = (0.35v3 − 1.59v2 + 2.93v)/2. (13)
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Finally, the component Fs is expressed as:

Fs =
√

nsF̄s sin (2πfplt), (14)

according to the model proposed by Matsumoto and coworkers [23].

Fig. 2. Dynamic Load Factors (DLF s) referring to the Fps components

3 Computational approach

The mathematical model is solved by means of computational simulations
performed in the space and time domains. The coupled system is decomposed
by differential partitioning, that is, the system is first decomposed into sub-
systems (or fields) and then each field is spatially discretised separately [15].
The differential partitioning allows each field to be treated with discretisation
techniques and solution algorithms that are known to perform well for the
isolated system and it also allows non-matching grids to be used.
The 1D crowd field is discretised in space using the Finite Difference Method.
The non linear mass conservation Partial Differential Equation is approxi-
mated through the Lax-Friederichs scheme, in its conservation form, to guar-
antee convergence to the solution [24]. The time derivative is replaced by a
forward-in-time approximation, which means that the solution at time i +
1 only depends on the solution at the previous time i (first-order explicit
scheme). The Finite Element Method is employed for the space discretisation
of the 3D structural multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) model, while its ad-
vancement in time is obtained by means of the Newmark method [25].
The two subsystems are characterised by non-matching grids in space, while
they share the same discretisation in time. The structure space grid is coarser
than the crowd grid, since the structure deformed shape requires fewer nodes
to described it than the pedestrian traffic phenomena, because the first global
lateral modes of the deck are expected to be mainly excited. A uniform space
grid is adopted for the crowd field discretisation: its cell size ∆Xc is assumed to
be twice the body depth d0 of a motionless pedestrian [13], in order to satisfy
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the continuity assumption of the model. The structure grid is not uniformly-
spaced and contains classical 2-node beams and trusses with 6 and 3 DOFs
per node, respectively. Conservative interpolation [26] between the crowd and
the structural grids, referring to the bridge deck, is adopted to numerically
evaluate the crowd added mass, while distributed quantities (e.g. ρ) are inter-
polated with a standard quadratic interpolation. The adopted dimensionless
time step is ∆t∗ = ∆t · vM/L = 1.7e-4. The computational simulations are
performed on the dimensionless form of the overall model, which means that
all the variables are scaled with respect to reference quantities [12], that is,
ρM , vM and the overall bridge span length L. In the following, reference is
made to the variable dimensional values in order to understand their physical
meaning more clearly.

4 Description of the case study: the T-bridge

The proposed model has been tested by simulating a crowd event on the T-
bridge (Toda Park Bridge, Toda City, Japan). The T-bridge was chosen since
it has been extensively described by Fujino and coworkers in several papers
[1,8,9,27] and particular attention has been devoted to the description of both
the crowd conditions and the structure response during the events, in order to
allow a detailed comparison between the experimental measurements and the
simulated response. In the following, only some characteristics are mentioned.
The T-bridge is a cable-stayed footbridge with a two-span continuous steel box
girder, a two-plane multistay cable system with 11 stays per plane and a 61.4
m-high tower made of reinforced concrete. The total bridge length L is about
180 m and the road deck width is 5.25 m. The deck mass is 800 kg/m2 and the
damping ratio is around 0.7%. The tower and the deck are modelled with elas-
tic beam elements, while each cable is modelled using a single truss element
(Fig. 3). The damping is modelled via Rayleigh stiffness proportional damping
[28]. Fujino et al. [1] observed that some cables vibrated with a frequency close
to 1 Hz during crowd events. The inertial contribution of the vibrating cables
has been taken into account in the model by adding an estimated equivalent
modal mass to the deck nodes that provide cable anchorages, as suggested by
Fujino et al. [1]; the non-linear behaviour of the cable has been taken into
account by introducing the effective axial modulus of elasticity [29].
The modal properties provided by the FE model have been compared with
footbridge natural frequencies and mode shapes reported by Fujino et al. [1]
(Fig. 4). It is worth pointing out that only the first lateral frequency falls
in the pedestrian-structure synchronisation range, that is, [0.5 1.2] Hz (Eq.
11). It can be observed that the first lateral frequency obtained using the FE
model is higher (0.97 Hz) than the one obtained by Fujino et al. (0.9 Hz).
Nevertheless, it should be noticed that the dominant frequency of the girder
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Fig. 3. The FE model of the T-bridge

Fig. 4. Comparison between the frequencies reported by Fujino et al [1] (a,c) and
the ones obtained with the actual model (b,d)

vibration recorded on the T-bridge was about 1 Hz when loading was small
[1], and it decreased to about 0.93 Hz when the deck was congested and the
vibration amplitude reached its maximum value [27]. Therefore, the obtained
lateral frequency agrees with the deck behaviour in a non congested crowd
condition, while the added pedestrian mass is explicitly obtained from the
solution of the mass conservation Eq. (2).
The footbridge connects a boat race stadium to a bus terminal. Therefore, at
the end of boat races, the bridge is crossed by a great number of pedestrians
who leave the stadium to reach the bus terminal. The different crowd condi-
tions recorded on the T-bridge have been described in a qualitative way in
several papers. The most crowded event is reported in [1], when more than
20000 people left the stadium and crossed the bridge in about 20 minutes.
In the most congested situation, about 2000 people walked simultaneously
on the bridge. Less crowded situations are described in other papers [8,9,27]:
a maximum number of around 12000 people crossed the bridge in 12 to 20
minutes, with a crowd density varying between 0.8 and 1.5 ped/m2. The sim-
ulated condition represents an average of the events reported in literature. The
initial condition on the density is ρ(X, 0) = 0.01 ped/m2, while the bound-
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ary condition (bc) at the inlet ρ(0, t) (Fig. 5a) has been set to allow about
14000 pedestrians to pass over the bridge in 23 minutes, with a maximum den-
sity of ρh = 1.33 ped/m2. The incoming density shows a steady-state regime

Fig. 5. Inlet bc on the crowd density (a) and velocity-density relation (b)

bounded between two transient ones, which correspond to the start and the
end of the stadium evacuation. It should be noticed that the density decreases
in a smoother way than the initial increase. This is due to the assumption that
the stadium evacuation abruptly starts at the end of the boat race with a sud-
den increase in the crowd density, while the complete evacuation is expected
to be smoother in time. The velocity-density relation has been adapted for
the case of Asia and rush-hour traffic, that is, ρM = 7.7 ped/m2, vM = 1.48
m/s and γ = 0.273ρM [13] (Fig. 5b). The maximum density at inlet ρh does
not exceed the capacity density ρca, which corresponds to the maximum flow
and to the lower bound of the congested regime.

5 Simulation of an actual event

The proposed approach allows the evolution of both subsystems to be de-
scribed in space and time. Fig. 6 reports the time-space distributions of some
of the main variables obtained from the computational simulation: the crowd
density ρ, the envelope of the lateral acceleration of the deck ˜̈z and of the force
components, expressed in [N/m]. It is worth recalling that in the model ˜̈z is
delayed in time by a quantity ∆τ , according to Eq. (6). Five crowd regimes
can be identified from the time-space distribution of the crowd density (Fig.
6a),

• Regime I ‘advancing front’: the leading pedestrians advance on the bridge,
which is still partially empty;

• Regime II ‘filling gradient’: the crowd is in the transient condition of grad-
ually filling the deck span;
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Fig. 6. Space-time distributions of the main variables

• Regime III ‘uniform crowd’: the pedestrian density reaches its maximum
value and is almost uniformly distributed along the footbridge;

• Regime IV ‘vacating gradient’: the crowd density gradually decreases at the
footbridge entrance, but the whole span remains crowded;

• Regime V ‘leaving front’: the end of the crowd is leaving the footbridge,
which is already partially empty.
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The upper bound of regime I and the lower bound of regime V correspond
to the maximum and minimum differences between the crowd density at the
outlet and at the inlet ∆ρ = ρ(L, t)−ρ(0, t), respectively. Regime III is defined
as the time window during which the averaged value of ρ along the span is
equal to 99% of the maximum density ρh and the standard deviation is less
than 0.01ρh. The overall evolution in time of ρ is mainly due to the bc which
is imposed at the inlet. In other words, the crowd dynamics is not affected
by non-linear traffic phenomena due to a crowd density above the capacity
value ρca or to the effects of excessive lateral acceleration of the deck, that is,
˜̈z ≥ z̈M .
The previously defined regimes can also be recognized in the time behaviour of
the other variables. It can, in fact, be noticed that the uniform crowd regime
also corresponds to the highest values of the deck response (˜̈z > z̈c, Fig. 6b),
which reaches the steady-state condition in the same period of time. Regimes I
and V are characterised by two local maxima of the structural response, which
can be related to the well-known travelling load effects: the ˜̈z local maximum
in regime I is mainly due to the Fs component, whose distribution excites the
structural first mode, while the Fpp component is negligible, since the crowd
density is below ρc in a large portion of the footbridge span; a similar, but
specular, situation occurs in regime V. Not only the first lateral mode is ex-
cited: in the time interval 27-29 min, i.e. across regimes IV and V, the second
lateral mode gives the most relevant contribution to the deck response, as
shown in Fig. 6b.
During regime III, crowd-structure synchronisation takes place in the points
where ˜̈z exceeds the threshold of motion perception z̈c, therefore Fps is not null
and shows a space distribution that locally matches the deck deformed shape
(Fig. 6c). The values of ˜̈z, which are slightly higher than z̈c in the case-study,
involve small values of the Fps amplitude per synchronised-to-structure pedes-
trian (|Fps| ≈ 5 N/ped), although a non negligible number of the pedestrians
are synchronised with the deck (nps ≈ 20%n). As a consequence, the corre-
sponding number of pedestrians synchronised to each other decreases, causing
a decay of |Fpp| (Fig. 6d). The walking frequency during regime III is equal
to fpl = 0.87 Hz, which is close to the natural lateral frequency (fs = 0.93
Hz), therefore the frequency ratio fr = 0.935 involves almost resonant condi-
tions even for those pedestrians who are not perfectly synchronised with the
structure. In the other regimes, when ˜̈z ≤ z̈c, Fpp follows the same trend as ρ.
Fs follows from the other two components: it has a relevant magnitude when
both kinds of synchronisation are still not fully developed (across regimes I
and II) or when they are vanishing (across regimes IV and V), that is, if ρ ≤ ρc

and ˜̈z ≤ z̈c (Fig. 6e). Fig. 6f clearly shows that the resulting total force F is
mainly due to the Fpp component (in regime III, |F | = 28.8 N/ped, |Fpp| ≈ 27
N/ped).
Finally, the results of the computational simulation are compared to the mea-
surements reported in [1] for five time windows (Fig. 7). The time windows
reported by Fujino and co-workers do not exactly match the aforementioned
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five regimes, but were probably defined with a similar objective, that is, to
qualitatively identify the different crowd conditions that occurred during the
event. As for the structure results, the figure reports: the time history of the
lateral displacement of the deck in the node corresponding to the position of
the installed accelerometers [1] (Fig. 3); the first lateral frequency fs, obtained
through modal analysis at each time step and averaged over the time window;
the dominant frequency f , obtained through the displacement Power Spectral
Density in the same window. The instantaneous spatial distributions of the
crowd density at the end of each time window are also reported in Fig. 7 as far
as the crowd results are concerned, together with the mean walking frequency
fpl averaged over the time window. Looking at the results, a very good agree-
ment is evident between the simulation and the recorded data. The maximum
amplitude of the lateral deck displacement, which is about 9 mm, matches the
measured data very well. The maximum percentage of pedestrians synchro-
nised with the structure (nps/n = 21%) is also in very good agreement with
that estimated from the observation (nps/n ≈ 20%, [1]). Similar considera-
tions can be made for all the considered variables. The dominant frequency of
the deck vibration is always closer to the walking frequency than to the lateral
frequency of the structure. This outcome confirms that the force components,
due to pedestrians synchronised-to-each-other or uncorrelated, are dominant
with respect to that due to pedestrians synchronised with the structure.

6 Sensitivity studies on design parameters

Three sensitivity studies have been performed on the same real structure in
order to highlight how different design conditions (the travel purposes and
the geographic area in which the bridge is built, the actual crowd density,
the structural deck-tower constraints which can be realised) can dramatically
affect the response of a real structure.

6.1 Sensitivity study on travel purposes and geographic areas

Four computational simulations have been performed with different crowd
density-velocity relations in order to test the sensitivity of the structural re-
sponse to different travel purposes or geographical areas. The velocity-density
relation, (Eq. 3), was characterized each time by varying the coefficient γ
and the value of ρM and vM for the following combinations: Asia-rush hour
(AR), Asia-commuters (AC), Asia-leisure (AL) and USA-leisure (UL), which
correspond to a progressive decrease of v for ρ > 0.8 ped/m2 (Fig. 8a). The
first case (AR) refers to the condition that actually occurred on the T-bridge,
which was previously simulated and commented on in Section 5. The substi-
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Fig. 7. Comparison between the simulated results and the data reported in [1]
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tution of the four fundamental laws in Eq. (13) leads to the fpl − ρ relations
shown in Fig. 8b. The five regimes described above were identified for the four

Fig. 8. v(ρ) (a) and fpl(ρ) (b) relations

cases and outlined in Fig. 9, which plots the deck acceleration time histories
at X/L = 0.3. The dramatic differences in the structural response are due to

Fig. 9. Time histories of the lateral acceleration of the deck at X/L = 0.3

the different kinds of traffic that were considered. In particular, the lower the
pedestrian velocity (it monothonically decreases from AR to UL), the longer
regimes I and II, i.e. the time required to cross the span and to fill the foot-
bridge. Therefore, for a given incoming crowd bc, regime III, along which the
maximum and uniform pedestrian load occurs, is monothonically delayed and
shortened from 11 minutes, in the AR case, to 1 minute in the UL case. The
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related deck response is progressivelly shifted in time and in turn reduced in
amplitude.
A deeper insight into the relations among the main variables is provided in
Fig. 10, which shows the time-space evolution of the crowd density, deck lat-
eral acceleration and frequency ratio for each case. The four cases show similar

Fig. 10. Evolution in space and time of the main variables

distributions of ρ in regimes I and V. The deck response is once more due to
the travelling load effects, but the different amplitudes of deck response can
be explained by looking at the fr diagram (Fig. 10, third row): the highest
amplitudes correspond to the value of fr that is closest to unity (AC, fr = 1;
AR, fr = 1.02), which means that the force is almost resonant with the first
lateral mode of the deck. The uniform crowd condition observed during regime
III reflects on fr, which is almost constant along the span. Once more, the AR
case is the closest to the resonant condition, therefore the acceleration ampli-
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tude only grows and exceeds the lock-in threshold z̈c in this case.
The sensitivity study on the crowd density-velocity relation shows that differ-
ent crowd travel purposes can lead to quite different structural responses: for
the case-study, the rush-hour traffic causes a deck vibration amplitude which
is almost three times greater than the one obtained in leisure traffic conditions
for the same geographical area. For this reason, footbridges should be designed
according to the type of pedestrian traffic which is most likely to occur on the
bridge during its lifetime, as already recommended in [4].

6.2 Sensitivity study on the crowd boundary conditions

The second sensitivity study was performed on the crowd bcs at the inlet, by
varying the maximum value reached by the density ρh (Fig. 11). It is worth
recalling that the case ρh = 1.33 ped/m2 corresponds to the actual event con-
dition that was simulated in Section 5. Fig. 12 shows the time histories of

Fig. 11. Inlet bc of the density

the lateral acceleration of the deck at X/L = 0.3. First, it should be noticed

Fig. 12. Time histories of the lateral acceleration of the deck at X/L = 0.3

that the maximum amplitude of the lateral acceleration of the deck does not
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correspond to the case with the highest density ρh = 2 ped/m2. This can be
easily explained by looking at the data in Table 1. Increasing values of ρh

correspond to increasing amplitude of the total force, but also to a decrease in
fr due to the effect of the crowd added mass. As a consequence, when ρh = 0.8
ped/m2, the total force magnitude is one order of magnitude lower that in the
case of ρh = 2 ped/m2, but the force is almost resonant with the first mode of
the deck (fr = 1.01) and it therefore induces the highest structural response.
Second, the almost steady-state response for ρh = 2 ped/m2 is due to the fact

Table 1
Mean values of the main variables during regime III

ρh [ped/m2] 2 1.3 0.8

fr 0.85 0.93 1.01

|F | [N] 1122 719 169

˜̈zmax [m/s2] 0.10 0.25 0.27

that, in regime III, the crowd density exceeds the value ρsync = 1.8 ped/m2,
above which Spp = 1. Therefore, all pedestrians are synchronised to each other
and walk with the same frequency, which is sufficiently far from fs to prevent
resonance (fr ≈ 0.85).
This study once more demonstrates the non-linearity and complexity of the
coupled system. For the analysed case-study, in fact, the lower structural re-
sponse has been obtained for the highest value of crowd density. This is due to
the effects of the crowd added mass, which changes the dynamical properties
of the footbridge, and of the crowd density-velocity relation, which influences
the lateral walking frequency: both phenomena affect the fr ratio.

6.3 Sensitivity study on the structural stiffness

Finally, the influence of the dynamic properties of the structure on the coupled-
system behaviour has been investigated. The aim of this study is to evaluate
the effects that different amplitudes of the deck response have on the syn-
chronisation phenomena. This objective is obtained by varying the flexural
stiffness of the deck in the horizontal plane. The change in the deck stiffness
is obtained by changing the way in which the deck is constrained at the tower
position rather than by varying its inertial properties, bearing in mind that
the sensitivity analyses presented in this paper are not performed on an ideal
benchmark, but on a real footbridge, and that the determination of the deck-
tower constraint is a key issue in the design of cable-stayed bridges [30]. The
constraint conditions are defined according to the scheme reported in Fig. 13:

• case A: the deck is not directly connected to the tower: an external constraint
inhibits all the translations and the rotations around the Y and X axes;
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• case B: the deck is fixed to the tower by means of two rigid links. This
constraint condition models the actual condition of the T-bridge;

• case C: the deck is not directly connected to the tower: an external constraint
inhibits all the translations and the rotation around the X axis.

Fig. 13. Scheme of the deck-tower constraint conditions

The three different constraint conditions do not induce significant changes
in the mode shapes of the first lateral mode along the main span (Fig. 14),
therefore the dynamic response is mainly affected by the change in the nat-
ural frequencies (case A 0.96 Hz, case B 0.93 Hz, case C 0.83 Hz). It can be

Fig. 14. Mode shapes of the first lateral mode

noticed, from the deck acceleration time histories in Fig. 15, that case A is
qualitatively similar to case B. The higher structural stiffness and the fre-
quency ratio farther from unit than in case A explain the lower amplitude of
the lateral vibrations of the deck, which are always under the critical value
z̈c. The structural response of case C is quite different from the other cases
that have been analysed. Neverthless, once again, it is possible to identify a
correspondence between the crowd regimes and the structural response. Let
us focus on the uniform crowd regime III, along which the deck acceleration
shows a periodic evolution of ˜̈z, with a characteristic time-scale of about 24 s.
The time histories of the main variables at X = 0.3L, during one period, are
plotted in Fig. 16. When ˜̈z > z̈c, the higher ˜̈z, the lower the walking velocity v,
because of the Structure-to-Crowd action modelled in Eq. (6). The crowd den-
sity in turn varies slightly, oscillating around a mean value that is higher than
the maximum density at the inlet boundary (ρ̄ = 1.35 > ρh = 1.33): in other
terms, the lateral oscillation of the deck involves a closer packing of the faster
incoming pedestrians upstream from the maximum acceleration deck section
(X/L = 0.4). The acceleration amplitude induces more relevant effects on the
percentages of synchronised pedestrians: nps grows with ˜̈z when ˜̈z > z̈c up
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Fig. 15. Time histories of the lateral acceleration of the deck at X/L = 0.3

to nps/n ≈ 30%, while it is null when the acceleration is below the critical
value. The slight variation in the crowd density does not dramatically affect
the percentage of pedestrians synchronised to each other, npp, but the latter
is reduced by the same acceleration amplitude, in the sense that the pedestri-
ans synchronised to the structure are substracted from the pedestrians who
are synchronised to each other. Hence, npp reaches its minimum (npp ≈ 60%)
when nps reaches its maximum. The total force F is mainly due to the Fpp

Fig. 16. Case C, regime III: time histories of the main variables at X/L = 0.3

component, as is clearly shown in the graphs in the second column of Fig. 16.
This means that synchronisation among pedestrians plays a leading role in de-
termining the crowd load, as already pointed out for the previous simulations.
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The amplitude of Fps is, in fact, negligible with respect to Fpp, both because
nps < npp and because the DLF s corresponding to the reached deck acceler-
ation and velocity are smaller than the DLF on a motionless platform. (Fig.
2). The total force envelope F̃ therefore roughly follows the npp time history
and shares the same dependency on the deck acceleration amplitude ˜̈z. The
maximum force amplitude corresponds to the time window during which the
acceleration is below the critical value; the resulting growth of the acceleration
amplitude in turn involves a decrease in the force amplitude, which is followed
by a lateral oscillation decay. The inverse proportional relation between the
force and the acceleration envelopes suggests a further self-limiting mecha-
nism of the structural response, for the low acceleration amplitudes simulated
in case C. This mechanism differs from the one explicitly taken into account
in the model formulation, which occurs at a very high acceleration amplitude,
at which pedestrians stop walking.
The ˜̈z - F̃ diagram during regime III at X/L = 0.3 is plotted in Fig. 17 for
the A, B and C cases. The arrows show the direction of the trajectories. The

Fig. 17. Regime III: force-acceleration envelopes diagrams at X/L = 0.3

following considerations can be made:

• in case A, the acceleration amplitude monothonically grows versus an almost
constant force amplitude, even though the former never exceeds its critical
value;

• in case B, the acceleration amplitude exceeds its critical value, and the
further growth of ˜̈z involves the decay of the force amplitude. Once more,
the evolution of ˜̈z is mainly monothonic, in the sense that an orbit-like
diagram is only detected at the highest values of ˜̈z, which are reached at
the end of regime III (Fig. 15);

• in case C, a limit cycle in the ˜̈z - F̃ plane is reached during the whole of
regime III, coherently with what has been discussed above:
· the lock-in effects do not take place at ˜̈z = z̈c, but are postponed by a

quantity ε, i.e. the self-limited response occurs at z̈c + ε, if the system
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enters the lock-in stage (growing ˜̈z) and at z̈c − ε, if the system exits
from the lock-in stage (decaying ˜̈z). The z̈c ± ε range can be regarded as
a triggering threshold region instead of a point-wise triggering condition.
Its amplitude 2ε is supposed to depend on the acceleration amplitude
oscillation during the limit cycle;

· two almost linear parts of the limit cycle, which are characterized by
rather different slopes, can be easily observed. In more physical terms,
the acceleration decays faster than it grows, i.e. the system exits from the
lock-in stage more quickly than it enters.

7 Concluding remarks

A complete model has been proposed to simulate the phenomenon of syn-
chronous lateral excitation on lively footbridges. The model is based on the
partitioning of the coupled system into two interacting subsystems. The crowd
is not intended as just a load, but as a part of a complex dynamical system.
The model was first applied to simulate a real event that occurred on the T-
bridge in Japan, and then subjected to several sensitivity studies on different
crowd and structural parameters. The results obtained from the simulation of
a real event show an excellent agreement with the recorded data, both for the
evolution in time of the crowd condition along the span and for the maximum
value of the lateral displacement of the deck.
Generally speaking, the sensitivity studies highlight the capabilities of the
proposed approach to evaluate the effects of various physical parameters on
the crowd dynamics and structural response.
The structural response is particularly sensitive to the crowd travel purpose
and geographical area. Hence, in the conceptual design phase, it is important
to plan the kind of pedestrian traffic that the footbridge is most likely to incur
during its lifetime.
The sensitivity study on the crowd density has shown that a more crowded
condition does not always correspond to higher deck vibrations and confirmed
the complexity of the coupled dynamical system. This conclusion has obvi-
ously been derived from the assumptions that were made for the proposed
model. Simplified comfort criteria, based on the limitation of the number of
pedestrians crossing the bridge, might not always be effective in preventing
the synchronous lateral excitation phenomenon. However, the complexity of
the phenomenon makes it difficult to conceive compact comfort criteria which
can take into account all the features involved.
Finally, the sensitivity study on the structural stiffness has allowed the most
relevant effects of deck acceleration to be considered in the neighbourhood of
the acceleration critical value. A limit cycle in the force-acceleration envelope
plane can be observed. This shows a self limiting mechanism of the structural
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response around the lock-in triggering threshold region, which gives rise to
intermittent lock-delock stages. These simulated features strengthen the anal-
ogy with the lock-in phenomenon that occurs in fluid-structure interaction and
which has been suggested in literature. A structural benchmark, characterised
by lower lateral stiffness, could provide more information on the effects of very
high amplitudes of deck acceleration on Crowd-Structure Interaction.
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